Responses of copepods to dissolved free amino acids
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ABSTRACT. The first maxilla (M1) beating frequency of Temora longicornis, which is considered to be an index of feeding behaviour, was measured using a computerized micro-impedance technique, in filtered seawater as a control, and after exposure to 9 different particle-free mixtures of equimolar (10^{-6} M) amino acids dissolved in seawater. Mixtures containing 20 dissolved free amino acids (ASP, GLU, ASN, SER, THR, GLN, HIS, GLY, ARG, β-ALA, TAUR, TYR, AABA, VAL, TRP, PHE, ILE, LEU, ORN and LYS) were all detected by this copepod. Mixture 8, containing SER, THR, GLY and TYR, caused an increase in activity for only 30% of copepods tested, so not all amino acids are stimulatory in copepods. Chemical stimulation and responses were reflected in an increase in appendage beat frequency. On average, strongest responses were recorded for Mixture 1, containing ASP, GLU, ASN, SER, GLN and HIS. Mixture 2, containing GLY, TYR, PHE, LEU, ORN and LYS, and Mixture 7, containing ASP and GLU. Responses corresponded to increases in frequency up to 5.6 Hz, and varied according to the number and combination of amino acids present in the mixture. Amino acids are among the bioactive molecules responsible for triggering chemosensory feeding responses in copepods.

INTRODUCTION

Copepods are not indiscriminate feeders and the behavioural selection of particles is under sensory control. Mechanoreception is important for the remote detection, oriented capture and handling of large particles (Paffenhofer et al. 1982, Cowles & Strickler 1983, Price & Paffenhofer 1984) and it is known that the size (Price et al. 1983), shape (Gifford et al. 1981) and concentration of particles (Price & Paffenhofer 1985, 1986) affect selection. Chemosensation is being increasingly implicated in feeding, as copepods may also be able to select or reject captured food according to its nutritional value (Poulet & Marsot 1978, 1980, Donaghy & Small 1979, Huntley et al. 1983, Paffenhofer & Van Sant 1985). Copepods respond to chemosensory stimulation alone in the form of filtered phytoplankton exudates (Buskey 1984, Gill & Harris 1987); however, the chemicals responsible for stimulating feeding in copepods are, as yet, unidentified.

Many organic compounds are found within phytoplankton (e.g. Fogg 1966), and it has been suggested that dissolved organic compounds exuded by phytoplankton are retained in a boundary layer surrounding the cell, which may be detected by copepods (e.g. Andrews 1983). There are various substances, including peptides, fatty acids, carbohydrates and vitamins, which have the potential to act as chemical agents triggering feeding, and amino acids can be considered among these for the following reasons: (1) amino acids are of low molecular weight and soluble in water; (2) with reference to phytoplankton, amino acids occur intracellularly and are excreted extracellularly (Poulet & Martin-Jezequel 1983, Admiraal et al. 1984, 1986); amino acids are lost from senescent cells (Poulet & Martin-Jezequel 1983, Hammer & Katner 1986); and amino acids may be released by cell breakage during zooplankton grazing (‘sloppy feeding’; Lampert 1978, Olsen et al. 1986, Williams & Poulet 1986); (3) electrophysiological and behavioural studies have shown that amino acids stimulate feeding in higher crustaceans (Fuzessery & Childress 1975, Hamner & Hamner 1977, Atema 1985).

Amino acids occur naturally in seawater, although their distribution is patchy and the total concentration is variable (e.g. Braven et al. 1984). In the past, the occurrence of amino acids was not thought to be at a high enough concentration to be chemically detectable to copepods. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has allowed the accurate measurement of dissolved free amino acids (DFAA) and the background level of DFAA in seawater is now known to be generally less than 10^{-8} M (e.g. Mopper & Linroth 1982, Carlucci et al. 1986). Higher concentrations are meas-
ured within microlayers associated with zooplankton grazing on phytoplankton, where DFAA can be $10^{-7}$ to $10^{-6} \text{M}$ (Williams & Poulet 1986, Poulet unpubl.); within phytoplankton cells where they are $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-4} \text{M}$, and extracellularly where they range between $10^{-8}$ and $10^{-4} \text{M}$ (Poulet & Martin-Jezequel 1983, Poulet unpubl.). It is likely that the concentration of the chemical signal which triggers a behavioural response will be within the range of concentrations occurring in nature.

Copepods swim by beating the cephalic appendages, and unless disturbed, *Temora longicornis* swims continuously (Gill 1987). Chemosensory receptors have been identified on the cephalic appendages of copepods (Friedman & Strickler 1975, Friedman 1980, Gill 1986). The first maxilla (M1) is involved in both swimming and feeding movements, and the beat frequency of the M1 increases in the presence of food stimuli such as diatom cells or filtrates of homogenized phytoplankton cells (Gill & Harris 1987). Thus, a measurement of M1 activity reflects feeding behaviour.

The objective of this study was to measure the M1 beat frequency of *Temora longicornis* in the presence of mixtures of amino acids, and so determine whether these chemical compounds are detected by copepods, and if they can stimulate feeding behaviour.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Copepods were collected from the English Channel off Roscoff (France) and kept at 15°C. Adult female *Temora longicornis* were sorted from the samples and kept in filtered seawater (1 μm pore diameter Whatman glass fibre filter GFC) overnight. Experimental conditions were characterized by the computerized microimpedance system previously described by Gill & Poulet (1986). Recordings were made in a flow-through chamber of 125 ml volume which was gravity-fed at a rate of 10 ml min⁻¹ with filtered seawater or with mixtures of dissolved amino acids. The experimental system was maintained at 15°C in a constant temperature room.

Individual copepods were restrained by a suction tube technique (Gill 1987). Microelectrodes (Gill & Poulet 1986) were used to make direct recordings of the M1 beating patterns in filtered seawater (control) and after 10 min exposure to various particle-free mixtures of L-amino acids (Sigma Co.) dissolved in filtered seawater at a concentration of $10^{-6} \text{M}$ (experiment). A background level concentration $<10^{-6} \text{M}$ for DFAA was detected off Brittany, France (Braven et al. 1984, Poulet et al. 1984, 1985) with HPLC which was also used.
to monitor the DFAA levels of control and experimental solutions (Lindroth & Mopper 1979).

The responses of 10 copepods were measured for each of 9 DFAA mixtures containing altogether 20 amino acids (Fig. 1). Recordings were of 3 min duration and stored on disc. Student's t-test was used to compare the M1 beat frequency of each individual under control and experimental conditions. Spectral and autocorrelation analyses (Bendat & Piersol 1971) were made for selected sections of traces (time series corresponding to 500 to 2000 data points) using the SSP-IBM 1130 package to compare the behavioural responses in terms of beating frequency in the 1 to 100 Hz range (see also companion article, Poulet & Gill 1988).

RESULTS

The DFAA content of the filtered seawater controls was very low (<10^{-8} M; Fig. 1). Fig. 1 shows chromatograms for all the DFAA Mixtures 1 to 9 at the same scale. Peaks correspond to the individual amino acids added to filtered seawater at a concentration of 10^{-6} M. Because of the difference between the levels of amino acids in the seawater controls and the DFAA mixtures, it can be assumed that the copepods responded to only those DFAA that were added to filtered seawater.

Mixtures 1 to 3, each containing 6 different amino acids, were chosen from those that occur naturally and are the most abundant in seawater. Exposure to DFAA Mixtures 1 to 3 caused significant increases (p < 0.01, Student's t-test) of S_5.1 Hz in the M1 beat frequency of all individuals tested (Fig. 2A, C). Thus it is clear that Temora longicornis detects and responds to mixtures of amino acids.

To determine if the copepods' response was related to the chemical structure of the amino acids, additional DFAA mixtures containing 2 to 4 amino acids but differing in their side chains or R-group structure were tested. Mixtures 4 to 9 (Fig. 1) contained some amino acids previously used in Mixtures 1 to 3, and also THR 34, A.

Fig. 2. Temora longicornis. Response to DFAA Mixtures 1 to 9 (see Fig. 1 for key to DFAAs in mixtures). (a) Mean frequency for pre-starved copepods in filtered seawater (control); (b) mean frequency after 10 min exposure to Mixtures 1 to 9. Vertical bars show standard deviation. Changes in frequency are significant at p < 0.05 (Student's t-test) except for the following experiments: Mixtures 4 Nos. 74, 76, 81; Mixture 6 No. 99; Mixture 8 Nos. 114, 115, 119, 121, 123; Mixture 9 Nos. 126, 127, 132, 136.
and TRP (see Fig. 1 for key to amino acid abbreviations). The copepods' responses varied according to the mixture tested (Fig. 2D to I). Frequency changes were < 5.6 Hz. Mixtures 5 (Fig. 2E, aromatic ring R-group) and 6 (Fig. 2F, amide R-group) produced levels of response similar to Mixtures 1 to 3. Mixture 7 was the most stimulatory (Fig. 2G, carboxyl R-group) containing only ASP and GLU, and producing higher increases in frequency compared to Mixture 1 (Fig. 2A) containing ASP and GLU with 4 other amino acids. Increases in frequency were generally lower and more variable for Mixture 4 (Fig. 2D, hydrocarbon R-group), Mixture 8 (Fig. 2H, hydroxyl R-group), and Mixture 9 (Fig. 2I, aliphatic R-group) compared to the mixtures containing 6 amino acids (Fig. 2A to C). Changes in frequency were significant (p < 0.05) for 70% of individuals with Mixture 4, and for 60% of individuals with Mixture 9. Mixture 8, containing SER, THR, GLY, and TYR was the least stimulatory, and 70% of copepods showed no significant increase in activity. However, SER was included in Mixture 1 and GLY was included in Mixture 2, mixtures which were stimulatory. Therefore, it would appear that Temora longicornis detects and responds to some DFAA mixtures, but not to others.

Samples of impedance traces of M1 activity given in Fig. 3 demonstrate how the beat frequency increased after exposure to Mixture 1 (Fig. 2A, B). Temora longicornis also frequently flicked its antennules (A1) backwards, and this additional movement produced a peak of higher amplitude which is shown imposed on the M1 beating pattern in Fig. 2C.

The spectral and autocorrelation analyses were carried out to further discriminate and compare the frequencies of the M1 beat patterns of Temora longicornis under control and test conditions. Only one major frequency peak was found (Fig. 4A). This shift in frequency between control and experiment peaks (Fig. 4A, arrow) confirms that chemical stimulation by amino acids modifies the frequency of the appendage movements. The example shown in Fig. 4 applies to Mixture 1, and similar results were obtained for the other mixtures of amino acids which had a stimulatory effect on copepods. The shift in the frequency peaks computed for control and test conditions was significant (e.g. autocorrelation, p = 0.05), as shown in Fig. 2B. This gives an index of the copepods' response to DFAA.

**DISCUSSION**

It has been known for some 35 yr that copepods modify their activity in the presence of phytoplankton exudates (Bainbridge 1953). Active chemosensory feeding responses were first demonstrated by Poulet & Marsot (1978) who showed that copepods select microcapsules enriched with phytoplankton homogenate in preference to non-enriched microcapsules. The experiments reported here show that the first bioactive molecules to be identified as stimulating feeding in copepods are amino acids. However, other chemical compounds are also suspected to be stimulatory. Laboratory studies by Poulet & Ouellet (1982) showed that DFAAs can play a role in the swarming behaviour of copepods, so it is likely that feeding and swimming are influenced by the chemosensory detection of DFAAs. Chemical signals in the marine environment are complex, and as DFAAs are stimulatory, they serve to identify food that attracts copepods. Certain bloom-forming dinoflagellates and their homogenized filtrates suppress grazing in copepods (Fiedler 1982, Hunley et al. 1983, 1986; Ives 1986, Gill & Harris 1987), so there are other naturally occurring chemical compounds, as yet unidentified, that are repellent and even toxic to copepods. Therefore, it appears that copepods use chemical clues to recognize and differentiate between potential food items.

If copepods detect molecules from within a specific concentration range, then the threshold detection level is of major importance. There is a link between the sensory response of copepods, the level of DFAA occurring naturally in seawater, and the concentration of DFAA related to the intracellular and extracellular pools of phytoplankton. Fuzessery & Childress (1975) and Poulet & Ouellet (1982) showed that zooplanktonic crustaceans give behavioural responses at DFAA concentrations ranging from $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-8}$ M. We carried out
preliminary experiments to determine the concentration at which *Temora longicornis* responds to DFAA using mixtures of 10^{-8}, 10^{-6}, 10^{-4} and 10^{-3} M, and results indicated that 10^{-8} M was often undetected, and 10^{-3} M was either undetected or inhibitory. Coastal zone seawater generally contains DFAA at a concentration of < 10^{-7} M (Braven et al. 1984, Poulet et al. 1985). Release of DFAA from phytoplankton produces a rise from 10^{-8} to 10^{-6} M (e.g. Hammer et al. 1981, Poulet & Martin-Jezequel 1983). An increase of 10 to 100 times the background level corresponds to the range of increase in signal strength at which chemosensory transduction can take place (Atema 1985). Therefore, the concentration of 10^{-6} M at which *T. longicornis* responded to DFAA mixtures in our experiments is realistic.

The combination of amino acids within Mixtures 1 to 9 (Fig. 2) influenced the detection and degree of response shown by *Temora longicornis*. This supports the concept of a species-specific 'chemical print' in phytoplankton (Admiraal et al. 1986, Martin-Jezequel et al. 1988), which influences sensory detection and recognition of food by copepods. This is in agreement with other workers who found planktonic crustaceans to be specifically affected by amino acids (Fuzessery & Childress 1975, Hamner & Hamner 1977, Poulet & Ouellet 1982). Considering the chemical structure of the amino acids, and the combinations tested, the results for Mixtures 4 to 9 require further work before making any definite conclusions on the relationship between the chemical structure of DFAA (e.g. end radicals) and the behavioural responses of copepods. However, molecular size and chemical structure may perhaps affect detection as Mixture 7, containing ASP and GLU characterized by the carboxyl R-group (Fig. 2G), was the most stimulatory of Mixtures 4 to 9.

The number of amino acids in a mixture may be important, as Mixtures 1 to 3 containing 6 amino acids (Fig. 2A to C), were more stimulatory than those containing 2 to 4 amino acids (Fig. 2D to I). Individual amino acids have not been found to modify planktonic crustacean behaviour (e.g. Hamner & Hamner 1977) but it is unlikely that amino acids would normally be encountered in isolation, so mixtures containing several DFAA are more comparable to chemical signals which occur naturally.

The principal effect the DFAA mixtures had on the behaviour of *Temora longicornis* was to increase M1 beat frequency. This corresponds to an increase in the rate of water flow past the copepods' chemoreceptors, enhancing their ability to detect changes in the chemical environment. Distance chemoreception probably involves chemoreceptors on the copepods' antennules (A1). By increasing the water flow past the copepods' chemoreceptors, A1 flicking (Fig. 3C; Griffiths & Frost...
1976, Hamner & Hamner 1977, Gill 1987), may also enhance chemoreception, in analogy with A1 flicking in lobsters (Schmitt & Ache 1979) and sniffing in humans. The increase in speed of the feeding current may deform the ‘active space’ of dissolved molecules which surrounds a phytoplankton cell (Andrews 1983). This will produce a chemical gradient, thereby giving the copepod advance warning of the cell’s position, and decreasing the cell’s detection distance. Production of a chemical gradient in the order of 10 to 100 × 10^{-8} M is probably sufficient for planktonic crustaceans to track food by following scent trails (Hamner & Hamner 1977) and by locating the position of nearby cells before their capture. The increase in speed of the feeding current also increases the number of particles encountered (Gerritsen 1980, Poulet et al. 1986), and thereby increases feeding rate. As our experiments were carried out in the absence of particles, the increase in M1 beating speed obtained for T. longicornis may also represent searching behaviour, which will increase the copepod’s chance of encountering the source of chemical stimulation. This strategy may help copepods to survive in a nutritionally dilute environment (Conover 1968).

Chemosensory stimulation alone in the form of particle-free mixtures of DFAA (Fig. 2A to H), produced an increase in the M1 beat frequency of Temora longicornis which was less than that obtained under similar experimental conditions with intact phytoplankton cells (Gill & Harris 1987). Both chemosensory and mechanosensory stimulations may be necessary to produce the optimum feeding response in T. longicornis. DFAAs are chemical components of phytoplankton (e.g. Fogg 1966). T. longicornis gave the same increase in M1 beat frequency to DFAA Mixtures 1 to 3 (Fig. 2A to C), and to particle-free homogenized diatom cells (Gill & Harris 1987). This provides further evidence that DFAAs are used to recognize food, and are the bioactive molecules responsible for triggering chemosensory feeding responses in copepods.

How and where do amino acids occur naturally at about 10^{-6} M, which was the level we found triggered a chemosensory reponse on Temora longicornis? We know that phytoplankton species differ in their relative intracellular abundance of free amino acids, but their concentration is detectable by copepods (Admiraal et al. 1986, Martin-Jezequel et al. 1988). Growing phytoplankton cells release minimal amounts of amino acids, but amino acids are released by senescent cells during post-bloom conditions (Hammer et al. 1981, Poulet & Martin-Jezequel 1983, Hammer & Eberlein 1986, Hammer & Kattner 1986, Poulet unpubl.). DFAAs can originate from faecal pellets a wide spectrum of amino acids. These can be released when copepods disrupt the pellet membrane during feeding/coprophagy (Paffenhöfer & Strickland 1970, Poulet et al. 1986). ‘Sloppy feeding’ by zooplankton is known to release 17 to 21% of dissolved carbon contained in phytoplankton cells, and probably also amino acids (Lampert 1978, Olson et al. 1986, Williams & Poulet 1986). The fluxes of DFAA related to the processes listed above contribute to amino acids being concentrated in narrow depth horizons (1 to 10 m), associated with maxima of zooplankton abundance (Mopper & Lindroth 1982, Poulet et al. 1985, Williams & Poulet 1986, Poulet unpubl.). Concentrated pools of amino acids signal the presence of food, so may attract nearby copepods, and help to maintain aggregations of grazers in the vicinity of the food stock.
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